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BLACK PANTHERS PROWL
THE HALLS OF POWER
At 50, the Bay Area-Born Rebel Movement Wields Enormous
Influence in Pop Culture, Colleges, and Congress.
By Jonathan Curiel and Channing Joseph

BLACK

PANTHERS

PROWL
THE HALLS OF
POWER
On its 50th birthday, the Black Panther movement is more
influential than ever, as numerous former members call
the shots in government, academia, and the arts.

By Jonathan Curiel and Channing Joseph
The weather was cool that day in Oakland, but Bobby

Seale was warmed by the heat of the other 7,000 bodies huddled together with him in the Oakland Auditorium.
It was Dec. 28, 1962, and the crowd had gathered to hear the Rev. Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. speak about the dire need for civil rights reform
in the United States. The young Seale stood enraptured as King argued
that the nation should adopt a “Second Emancipation Proclamation” to
eliminate the segregationist policies that had prevented millions of
Blacks and other Americans from getting adequate schooling and jobs.
Seale, then 26, was a full-time inspector at an aerospace and electronics company as well as a student at Oakland’s Merritt College. As
he listened, he was moved by King’s call for a boycott of businesses
that didn’t employ people from the very communities that bought
their products.
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“He talked to us about how to deal
with the fact that so many companies
refused to hire people of color,” Seale
tells SF Weekly. One of the companies
that King mentioned was the iconic
Wonder Bread.
“He said, ‘We’re going to boycott
them so consistently that we’re going
to make Wonder Bread wonder where
all the money went,’” Seale remembers. “He inspired me.”
Four years later, Seale had become
a well-known figure in Bay Area activism: He had organized the first youth
jobs program in Richmond, Calif.,
and led the student group that had
successfully lobbied to have the first
Black History course taught at Merritt
College. He had also just co-founded a
political group that would soon change
the course of the American civil rights
movement: The Black Panther Party.
Created with fellow student Huey
Newton on Oct. 15, 1966, the Black
Panthers quickly became a fixture in
the wider U.S. movement for political
and economic reform — joining the
Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee, the United Farm Workers,
and the many other activist groups
springing up around that time. In
March 1968, the Panthers’ connection to that larger movement, and to
King, was cemented when the Atlanta
preacher’s close assistant, Ralph
Abernathy, called Seale to ask for his
help in orchestrating the Poor People’s
Campaign in Washington, D.C.
Seale, now 79, remembers Abernathy’s exact words.
“ ‘Mr. Seale, Dr. King has me calling you and 100 other organizational
groups,’ ” Seale recalls. “ ‘Dr. King
wants to know if you and your organization would be willing to organize for
an upcoming Poor People’s March.’ ”
“I told him, ‘Yes, the Black Panther
Party will definitely do that. I’m happy
to help you out,’ ” Seale remembers.
“That was my coalition with Dr. King.”
“Four weeks later,” Seale says, “he
was killed.”

WORLDWIDE IMPACT
At the height of its influence,

the Black Panther Party had an international following. Foreign leaders like the
Chinese Premier Zhou Enlai welcomed
the group’s members as dignitaries, and
people in other countries established
their own versions of the Black Panther
Party. In Israel, Jews from Arab countries formed an Israeli Black Panther
Party in 1971, and actively engaged in
politics and protests to help their constituents deal with what they felt was
racism by Israel’s European Jews. In
1972, low-caste Indians in India formed
the Dalit Panthers to advocate for their
place in society. In the United States,
elderly people led by a woman named
Maggie Kuhn formed the Gray Panthers
in 1970 to advocate for the rights of
older people. People around the world
wanted to be a Panther, wanted to be
like Huey Newton and Bobby Seale.
By 1970, the Panthers had chapters
of the party’s Oakland headquarSFWEEKLY.COM

ters in 68 cities across 26 states.
The party ran a free-clothing program, a free-housing program, and
a free-breakfast program that was a
precursor to free-breakfast programs
in schools across the United States.
The Panthers operated a medical clinic.
They ran for political office. And they
published a weekly newspaper, The
Black Panther, which reached hundreds of thousands of people while
it analyzed and excoriated the U.S.
government’s domestic and foreign
policy practices. Among the paper’s
trademarks: referring to police officers
and other people it considered corrupt, racist, profiteers, or oppressive
as “pigs” who should be treated like
animals.
Police brutalization of Black people was commonplace in 1966, and
the Panthers decided to carry loaded
weapons as they monitored police
activity in the streets of Oakland.
The Panthers never fired the weapons
during these public sweeps, but they
carried them as symbols of what they
saw as their legal right to defend the
Black community. “We believe we can
end police brutality in our Black community by organizing Black self-defense groups that are dedicated to
defending our Black community from
racist police oppression and brutality,”
Seale and Newton wrote in the party’s
1966 10-point platform. “The Second
Amendment to the Constitution of
the United States gives a right to bear
arms. We therefore believe that all
Black people should arm themselves
for self defense.”
The political establishment loathed
— absolutely loathed — the Black
Panther Party and its Afroed, gun-toting, leather-jacket-wearing members.
In 1968, FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover
called Seale, co-founder Huey Newton,
and their cohorts “the greatest threat
to the internal security of the country,” and the bureau subsequently infiltrated the party with informants, initiated a disinformation campaign, and
helped set in motion a series of police
raids that led to the brutal deaths of
Panther members. For all intents and
purposes, the U.S. government was
at war with the Black Panther Party,
and these early (and very bloody)
confrontations shaped the way people
perceived the Panthers. They still do.
What is the Panthers’ legacy in
2016? Did they accomplish any of
their greatest demands, which were
bundled into manifestos and other
published works that preached radical
change? Put bluntly, are the Panthers
still relevant in a social-media era
when the complexity of their historic
achievements can’t be summed up in a
140-character tweet?

‘ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE’
“All Power to the People: The

Black Panthers at 50,” a major new art
exhibition on the Panthers at the Oakland Museum of California, presents the
Panthers as a human-rights organiza-

Bobby Seale speaking
at the John Sinclair
Freedom Rally on
Dec. 10, 1971.

tion that was a byproduct of its time in
the mid-to-late ’60s. In the wake of the
Vietnam War, American Blacks and
other groups were desperately searching
for economic progress and judicial fairness.
The exhibition, which opens on
Saturday, Oct. 8, is the most comprehensive show ever assembled on the
Panthers’ social impact — and the
high intentions that Seale and Newton
had for the organization. The Panthers’ original name, “Black Panther
Party for Self-Defense,” emphasized
their focus on defending and advocating
for their constituents.
Under a glass case in the museum,
Seale and Newton’s original 10-point
manifesto — written by Seale, with
cross-outs and underlines — is laid
bare on lined, yellow paper reminiscent of a sacred scroll. Borrowed from
Stanford University’s Huey Newton archive, the manifesto is being displayed
publicly for the first time, and museumgoers will see how Seale underlined
the word “self-defense” for emphasis
in the passages about police brutality.
“This is key to understanding what
their attitudes were,” René de Guzman, the museum’s senior curator, remarks while taking SF Weekly through
a preview of the exhibition.
A few feet from the original manifesto are rare photos of early Panther
gatherings, where Seale and Newton
walked the streets of Oakland and
Richmond to implore residents to become political activists and to join the
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party. Seale led by example, running
for mayor of Oakland in 1973, and “All
Power to the People” displays a scene
from Seale’s mayoral campaign along
with images of a Panthers rally featuring Asian members wearing the party’s
trademark berets. Photos showing
the Panthers’ social services outreach
— kids getting medical checkups; students in school; and volunteers packing bags of groceries for food-bank
distribution — take up an entire wall.
In an adjoining room, there are
printed materials and posters of the
many other organizations that supported the Panthers’ cause — including the Young Patriots, a white group
from a coal-mining town in Virginia.
They are a vivid reminder that the Panthers were never exclusively for Blacks.
“These are white folks who flew
Confederate flags, but they said, ‘If the
Panthers are for us, we’re for them,’ ”
de Guzman expounds. “This dismisses
the idea that [the Panthers] were separatists. They were coalition builders.
In fact, they were one of the most progressive, radical organizations.”
The Panthers were ahead of their
time on many key social issues. Under
Newton, the Panthers advocated for
gay rights in 1970 — one of the first
times that a Black organization had
shown solidarity with a group whose
political demands were just surfacing
after the Stonewall Riots of 1969. As
the Panthers matured as an organization, women composed more and
more of its ranks — becoming two-
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thirds of the organization in the years
before a woman, Elaine Brown, led the
Panthers from 1974 to 1977. “All Power to the People” showcases Brown and
many female rank-and-file members
who never garnered the media attention that Seale and Newton received.
Newton appointed Brown after
fleeing to Cuba in the wake of charges
that he shot and killed Kathleen
Smith, an 18-year-old Oakland sex
worker. Reminders of the Panthers’
troubles with the law, and the people
who hated them, lurk everywhere in
“All Power to the People.” In one corner is a “Free Huey” protest sign that
was used in one of the many rallies
to demand Newton’s release after his
1968 conviction for killing an Oakland
police officer. Nearby are the actual
bars and door behind which many
Panthers were kept in jail in Oakland,
next to a surveillance camera that
monitored imprisoned Panther members. Also nearby: An old Klu Klux
Klan robe, once worn by a Bay Area
member of the extremist group, which
is splayed out behind glass — just like
the Panthers’ manifesto.
Violence. Imprisonment. Death.
They shadowed the Black Panther
Party from the beginning, despite
the Panthers’ best intentions. Their
original manifesto, which is sure to
be a special draw when the exhibition
opens, contains these bold words: “WE
BELIEVE THAT BLACK PEOPLE WILL
NOT BE FREE UNTIL WE ARE ABLE
TO DETERMINE OUR DESTINY.”
MUSIC
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implication was that violence would be
justified if that’s what it took. Forbes
rejects that approach, even though
he lived by its credo during his stint
with the Black Panthers, which he
documents in the memoir Will You Die
With Me? Among many things, Forbes
details the Panthers’ internal violence.

Pablo Cristi’s “eRACE #4,” an
acrylic on canvas, is part of
“ICONIC: Black Panther,” an art
exhibition in honor of the Panthers.
The show runs Oct. 7 to Nov. 6 at
American Steel Studios in Oakland.

“We thought we
could do anything
we wanted to do.”
- Flores Forbes

‘BY ANY MEANS NECESSARY’
The Panthers existed as a
party from Oct. 15, 1966, until June

1982, when they closed their Oakland
Community School. Looking back, the
group’s members say they did more than
they could have imagined — and a case
can certainly be made that the Panthers’
influence has extended well into the
21st century. One layer of proof: the
many former Panthers who now occupy
influential positions in government, academia, and other institutions of power.
Kathleen Cleaver, the party’s communications secretary from 1967 to
1971 (and the first female member of
its ruling body), graduated from Yale
Law School and is now a prominent
law lecturer at Emory University in
Atlanta. Barbara Lee, who volunteered
with the Panthers and worked on
Seale’s 1973 mayoral campaign when
she was a student at Oakland’s Mills
College, has represented the Bay Area
in Congress for almost 20 years, and
was the only U.S. representative to
vote against the 2001 authorization
that, she said, would allow the president to wage “endless war” without
Congress’ consent. Bobby Rush, the
Panthers’ deputy defense minister,
who headed its Chicago chapter, has
been an Illinois representative in the
U.S. Congress for two decades. Flores
Forbes, who joined the Panthers in
1967 at age 16, is now associate vice
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president of strategic policy and program implementation at Columbia
University’s Office of Government &
Community Affairs.
“One of the things Huey Newton
told me was that, because of our
tactics and challenging the United
States of America, most revolutionary
groups don’t remain above ground
for very long,” Forbes tells SF Weekly
in a phone call from New York. “He
thought that because the United
States was so oppressive, they would
eventually destroy the neighborhood
presence, and the physical presence,
of the Black Panther Party — but that
the real struggle was for each individual who survived to carry on that
struggle in a different way.”
“People tell me, ‘You’re an urban
planner today, and you work at an Ivy
League university. What is it that you
think you can do?’ And I tell them, ‘I
can still help my people.’ We’re here in
Harlem. We’re building a new campus.
We have an expansion plan. We have
a lot of resources that have been put
into the community. But the most
important resource is the university’s
intellectual capital. And I’m in a position to help direct that capital into the
community to benefit Black people. So
in many ways, I feel like I’m carrying
on the struggle by other means.”
Forbes’ last three words are, of
course, a kind of counterpoint to
Malcolm X’s famous 1964 statement
urging Black Americans to press for
change “by any means necessary.” The
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The youngest member of the Panthers’ central committee, Forbes was
in charge of the organization’s security
detail and was tasked with weapons
distribution to party members — and
with punishing Panthers who strayed
from the organization’s ideology or
who botched assignments. At 6-foot2 and 180 pounds, Forbes oversaw
the brutal beatings of other members
in his first few years in the party. In
the mid-’70s, the Panthers switched
to verbal admonishments and other
nonviolent measures, but some in the
party eventually reverted to their old
ways — including Forbes when, in
1977, he tried to kill Chrystal Gray,
a woman who had witnessed Huey
Newton’s alleged killing of Smith. The
planned murder went awry, and one
of Forbes’ accomplices, another Black
Panther member, was killed by gunfire.
Later, Newton allegedly ordered the
murder of a Panther member named
Nelson Malloy, who had helped Forbes
escape and go underground. The brutal
shooting of Malloy, which was meant
to erase any knowledge of the Panthers’ connection to the hit on Gray,
left him a paraplegic.
Forbes was underground for four
years before resurfacing and spending
four more years in prison — mostly at
Soledad but partly at San Quentin. The
vicious attack on Malloy, and Forbes’
role in Gray’s assassination attempt,
served to unravel the Panthers as a viable political party — and Forbes tells
SF Weekly that he still regrets what
happened.
Forbes first joined the Panthers in
1968 in Southern California, where
he experienced racist hassles and
treatment from police and a work supervisor. “The group I worked with was
arrogant,” Forbes asserts. “We thought
we could do anything we wanted to
do. We thought that this was an act
that would help save Huey Newton,
and we went through with it. What
I really regret is that Louis Johnson
got killed — he was a good friend of
mine. And what I really regret is that
it had a negative impact on the Black
Panther Party. It affected that organization in going forward at that point.
That’s what I really regret. I feel that
act caused the organization to change,
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and we spiraled out of control. I don’t
know what happened after I went
underground, but I realized that that
part of my life was over with.”
The violence notwithstanding,
Forbes says Newton and the Panthers
taught him to think critically, and for
that reason, the group became his first
“university.”
“That’s where I really learned how
to educate myself, even though I went
on to get a bachelor’s and a master’s
degree,” Forbes reflects. His new book,
Invisible Men: A Contemporary Slave
Narrative in the Era of Mass Incarceration, will be published on Oct. 11,
four days before the Panthers’ 50th
anniversary. “That organization taught
a person to think critically.”

WHERE’S THE RESONANCE?
What can the surviving Panthers,

many of them in their 70s and 80s, teach
today’s activists? At a June event at the
Freedom Archive on Valencia Street in
San Francisco, rapper and activist Sellassie interviewed Seale before a soldout crowd of people, and Sellassie came
away convinced of Seale’s — and the
Black Panthers’ — relevance.
Two months before his interview
with Seale, Sellassie began a 17-day
hunger strike with other activists
in front of the San Francisco Police
Department’s Mission station, to
protest police killings of men of color,
including Mario Woods, killed in 2015,
and Alex Nieto, slain the year before.

MUSIC

A native San Franciscan who is friends
with former Panthers head Brown,
Sellassie has participated in numerous
Black Lives Matters protests.
“I admired Bobby Seale’s leadership, and how he was able to create
a movement under the same type of
climate, similar to what we were going
through — with police brutality, discriminating, fighting for civil rights,”
Sellassie, 39, tells SF Weekly. “They
were the same issues. I wanted to talk
to him to get some pointers.”
But a big difference between the
Panthers’ heyday and today, Sellassie
says, is the shrinking numbers of
Black residents — particularly in San
Francisco and other gentrifying parts
of the Bay Area. The Panthers were
heavily active in San Francisco in the
early 1970s. “They were able to operate
more effectively with having more African-Americans in their community,”
he notes. “Fifty years later, with the
effects of gentrification, mass incarceration, drugs, miseducation, the overall
commercialization of our culture by
corporate America, it’s harder now to
get that message to resonate.”
The Black Panthers’ message still
“resonates, but it’s on the surface,” he
observes. “It’s not substantive. People
put their fist up in the air, and say,
‘Panthers! Panthers!’ But are you really
representing what they stood for?”

A PARTY OF CONTRADICTIONS
“All Power to the People” features
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work from visual artists who interpret
the Panthers’ history. In the gallery’s
first corridor is Sam Durant’s bronze
replica of the peacock chair that Newton
sat in for the photograph that became a
signature poster of the late ’60s. People
can sit in the chair “to complete the work
of art,” de Guzman explains. “We
thought it was a good way to start, so
people can see themselves in the middle
of this history.”
The exhibition is grouped by
themes, and one is the connection
between culture and politics. In that
section, as throughout the exhibition,
there are reminders of the personal
lives that the Panthers led. Elaine
Brown was a singer before joining the
Panthers. Newton wrote poetry. Seale
is a jazz drummer. At “All Power to the
People,” iPads will play mid-’60s songs
by Nina Simone and The Temptations
as well as newer music by rapper
Kendrick Lamar. At the Super Bowl in
February, Beyoncé paid tribute to the
Panthers, effectively linking her music
with that of many others, including
Tupac Shakur, whose mother was a
Panther.
The Black Panthers’ legacy is complicated, full of layers and contradictions. The party was progressive, but
it was also at times totalitarian. It
was visionary, but it was also at times
shortsighted. It was open to all races
and ethnicities, and it embraced women leaders like Brown and Cleaver, but
party members were, at times, sexist,
misogynist and extreme in their views

of non-Blacks. It was against active violence, but Eldridge Cleaver advocated
killing police officers for years.
Still, people around the world identified with the Panthers and embraced
their idealism as their own.
It was this political and cultural influence — not the Panthers’ militaristic threat — that was the real worry of
Hoover, according to Charles E. Jones,
who has written widely on the Black
Panthers and is the head of Africana
Studies at the University of Cincinnati.
Hoover and the FBI were afraid of
“what they represented and the seed
they could have planted if left alone,”
Jones tells SF Weekly. “It was the
radicalization of raising political consciousness that J. Edgar Hoover saw as
being the major issue.”
“Come on,” he adds, “The Panthers
were dealing with police forces. This
wasn’t a Che Guevara-type organization that had the military might to
take over, despite their rhetoric.”
One example of the exaggerated
fears of the Panthers dates to the
group’s 1967 jaunt with guns through
the corridors of the Capitol in Sacramento. The Panthers went there to
protest the Mulford Act, legislation
that would repeal the California law
that had allowed anyone to carry a
loaded weapon in public as long as it
was in the open. Seale and the other
Panthers never used their weapons
during neighborhood patrols. They
never intended to. But the front page
of The Sacramento Bee described the

episode in the bold, all-caps headline,
“CAPITOL IS INVADED,” along with a
subordinate headline that read, “State
Police Halt Armed Negro Band.” The
Panthers weren’t there to “invade.” But
stereotyping of the Panthers in the
1960s and even today, Jones points
out, “is linked to historical images of
Black people, and particularly Black
men, and the armed Black person.”

“It was a time
when I felt — and
other Panthers felt
— that what we
were doing was a
matter of life and
death.”
- Kathleen Cleaver
Jones, who edited and contributed
to the 1998 book The Black Panther Party (Reconsidered), admits that because

of “the rhetoric they used, it could easily be concluded that they were a racist
organization.”
“That’s largely due to the fact
that you had Black people arming
themselves and were viewed as being
menacing,” he observes. “But if you
look at the Black Panther Party during
the Black Power era, they were one of
the very few groups — if not the only
Black group — that was in favor of
interracial coalitions. I’m not talking
about integrationist organizations like
the NAACP or the Urban League —
clearly that was their approach. But
the Black Power political strategy that
came about in 1965 and 1966 — most
of those groups rejected that particular
component of a liberation strategy, to
have coalition politics, with Whites
and Blacks in the same organization
and working with one another. One
of the staples of Black Panther Party
units across the country was this idea
of coalition politics — or what we
might call the rainbow coalition.”
“That can inform us about working
together in contemporary times as we
become more of a multiracial society,”
Jones adds. “In many ways, the Black
Panther Party was a harbinger for that
type of positive interaction.”
The impulse toward diversity and
coalition-building grounds “All Power
to the People.” In the end, scholars
of the group argue, it is a mistake to
think of the Black Panthers as a single
party with one ethos whose views
and operation were set in 1966 and

never changed. “When people think
of the Panthers, they tend to think of
the Panthers in Oakland,” Kathleen
Cleaver says in a phone interview from
Georgia. “The Panther Party was a national organization with different legacies. In some places, they got very involved in public health. In some places,
they got very involved in self-defense.
In some places, it was more academic.
In Texas, for example, they tried three
times to get a Black Panther Party
going in Houston — mostly with
students. Its legacy is a concentrated
optimistic form of Black activism, to
defend and elevate the conditions that
Black people were being subjected to,
with very little concern on the part of
the government.”
According to Cleaver, the Panthers’
legacy is also about the importance of
youth activism.
“The Panthers were almost all teenagers. There was a handful of people
over 21,” she explains. “I was 21. Eldridge Cleaver was in his 30s. Bobby
Seale was in his 30s. Huey Newton was
26. There was one man we knew who
was 50. But other than that, it’s mostly
very young, very energetic — highschool age and college age, similar to
the young men who were going into
the military in Vietnam. So it was a
youth movement of Black kids, with
the support of older people in the community, who wanted to make fundamental, social changes to stop a lot of
racial violence and injustice and create
a better world and a better life.”

“It was a time when I felt — and
other Panthers felt — that what we
were doing was a matter of life and
death,” Cleaver says.
The Panthers’ legacy, she adds, is
this message: “You don’t just roll over
and let things deteriorate or wait for
someone else to resolve your issues.
You take direct action on your own behalf. Organize. Mobilize. Make it public. Get help. And bring about some
type of change.”

ART’S REVOLUTIONARY POWER
“All Power to the People” features

a rifle that Sacramento authorities confiscated from a raid on the Panthers’ Sacramento branch. It’s the only weapon
that police ever gave back to the Panthers, de Guzman says. After its return,
a Panthers artist decorated it with slogans and imagery. They turned the
weapon into art, and now it’s in a museum, where it probably belongs. Most
Panthers members didn’t carry weapons, and after the California Legislature
passed the Mulford Act in 1967, the
Panthers stopped their tactic of publicly
bearing arms.
Seale had legal troubles of his own:
He was tried in 1970 for the murder
of another Panther who had been
revealed as an informant. That trial
ended in a hung jury, but Seale was
imprisoned for contempt of court in a
separate case — the “Chicago 8” trial
at which he attempted to act as his
own defense lawyer facing charges
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that he had incited riots at the 1968
Democratic National Convention.
Seale walked away a free man after
both high-profile trials, and he says
the government’s infiltration of the
Panthers, and its deliberate provocation of violence against the Panthers
— all done through the FBI’s Counter
Intelligence Program — was a major
reason for those legal troubles.
“I won all my cases,” he says.
Newton wasn’t as fortunate, and
he was shot to death on an Oakland
street in 1989.
Instead of a gun, Emory Douglas
carries a pen and artist tools. It’s
Douglas who was The Black Panther
newspaper’s official “revolutionary
artist.” His other title was minister of
culture. Douglas directed the paper
during its entire run, from April 25,
1967, to 1980, and his story and life
embody the Panthers’ impact on its
members and the culture at large.
Douglas, 73, grew up in San Francisco’s Fillmore District, witnessing
and experiencing racism in the 1950s
that ultimately propelled him to join
the Black Panthers. In the early ’60s,
the police routinely frisked young
Blacks in the Fillmore and jailed them
for little cause, he attests. Later, when
he was a teenager, Douglas was sent to
the California Youth Authority, where
a staff member in the print shop there
taught him how to design labels. He
perfected his skills in college, and
when he began to work on The Black
Panther, “Huey and Bobby told me that
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Bobby Seale on
trial in 1970.
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the paper was to be lifeline to the community,” he recalls. “They wanted to
tell our story from our perspective.”
The writing in The Black Panther
newspaper was assertive and opinionated. So was Douglas’s art, which
celebrated the Panthers’ activities,
and criticized politicians and their
policies in ways that still resonate.
Douglas drew lots of pigs. And lots
of Black figures with big, bold Afros
who — lit from behind by heavenly
rays — emerged from confined spaces
to take action. With a weapon. With
a broom. With anything they could
find. Douglas captured the anger, rage,
and determination that was evident in
Black communities around the country, including in the Bay Area.
Douglas, who raised two children
as “Panther cubs” in the organization’s
culture of activism, lives today in San
Francisco’s Excelsior District, close to
City College. For 20 years after both
The Black Panther newspaper and the
party itself had ended, he worked at
the San Francisco Sun-Reporter, a Blackowned paper. He travels constantly to
speak at design conferences, universities, and other venues in countries like
Australia, Lebanon, Mexico, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Portugal, and
Cuba (this past April, for a big Havana
exhibition). Days before he spoke with
SF Weekly, Douglas was in Washington,
D.C., for a major show, and in Philadelphia to speak to college art students.
He is as busy as ever. Still doing
art. Still preaching about the Black
Panthers’ ideals, which he says he still
lives by.
“I remix some of my images. I also
have newer stuff,” he says. “My art is
still relevant. Those who are social activists see my artwork — and a tweak
here and there, it’s no different 50
years later. [It’s addressing] some of
the issues we’re still talking about.”

A SECOND ANNIVERSARY
Now, at the end of Barack Obama’s
presidency, Seale says that the former Illinois senator “has done the best job he
could,” despite the Republican Party’s
thwarting.
“I think he has been a fantastic
president,” Seale proclaims. “This guy
wasn’t no Uncle Tom to nobody.”
Like Obama — and even Hillary Clinton — the Panthers’ ideals connected
ecological issues to social justice, job
creation, and political change. Consequently, the policies of the first Black
president are a continuation of the
Black Panthers’ vision.
Seale, who will celebrate his 80th
birthday on Oct. 20, can be cantankerous at times. For instance, when
talking about Obama’s infrastructure
bill — which faced repeated rejection by
the right wing from 2011 to 2015 — he
exclaims, “They blocked it, they blocked
it, they blocked it!” his voice rising in
volume. “And look at what happened in
Flint, Mich.,” he says, where in 2014,
the majority-Black city’s dilapidated
pipes contributed to widespread contamination of its water supply.
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Today, the only surviving co-founder
of the Black Panthers has five grandchildren and lives in Vallejo. He has
remained politically active since the
Panthers’ demise in 1982, and stays
in physical health by working out with
weights. He brags that he can even lift
and do repetitions with 225 pounds.
“I’ve been going to the gym every
day since I was 47,” he tells SF Weekly. “I
do curls and all kinds of stuff.”
But after nearly eight decades of
life, he has had his share of medical
problems.
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“I think he has
been a fantastic
president. ...
This guy wasn’t
no Uncle Tom to
nobody.”
- Bobby Seale
“After I had the heart attack 14 years
ago, I walk around with a defibrillator,”
he says, referring to the medical device
that helps regulate heart function. “This
is my fourth or fifth defibrillator.”
The strength of the Panthers was
always in persevering despite their
setbacks. Inspired by King and others,
Seale says his lifelong work, and that
of the Panthers, was based on finishing
one project after another, and never
giving up. King’s 1962 speech at the
Oakland Auditorium took place minutes
from where “All Power to the People”
is exhibiting the Panthers’ history and
impact.
Seale proudly describes his father
as a carpenter and builder and says he
inherited his dad’s hands-on approach
to build coalitions.
As he talks, Seale can’t help but use
some of the same language that he
used 50 years ago — language that became a trademark of all the Panthers’
outreach, and that symbolized their
multiethnic support.
“Whether you’re Black, brown, red,
or green,” Seale says, “all power to the
people. That’s what I’m talking about.”

“All Power to the People:
Black Panthers at 50,”
an exhibition of artifacts,
photographs, and first-person
narratives, runs from Oct. 8 to Feb. 12
at the Oakland Museum of California,
1000 Oak St., Oakland,
510-318-8400 or museumca.org.
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FANTASTIC PLASTIC

EAT YOUR VEGGIES

TALE OF TWO SISTERS

Elegant, trippy, and LED-free, Los Angeles sculptor Eric Zammitt’s geometric
mosaics consist of tens of thousands of
colored acrylic-plastic bits. Through an
intricate process involving layering
sheets of different colored plastic, slicing
them into stripes, reconstructing them in
compatibly dissimilar colors, and
wet-sanding and polishing the surfaces,
the artist creates color patterns that seem
to pulsate and shimmer when the light
changes and the viewer shifts. Sometimes compared to patterns found in
sound and light waves, ocean sunsets,
and Persian rugs, these abstract designs
impress viewers in various ways: as conceptual or spiritual or — perhaps — lysergic. Zammitt has described his work as
carefully devised to appeal to both the
emotions and the intellect. You can’t adequately experience these visually kinetic
works on a computer screen. They need
to be seen on a gallery wall. That opportunity exists with
Radiation, an exhibition of Zammitt’s
recent works. Highlights include Psychosium Loops, a 5-foot-diameter creation
containing 58,560 pieces of plexiglass.
Radiation, featuring geometric mosaics by Eric Zammitt, opens with a reception from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. at Scott
Richards Contemporary Art, 251 Post
St., S.F. Free; 415-788-5588 or srcart.
com. Anita Katz

While vegan eating has yet to catch on big
time in this city of foodies, awareness of
the health, humane, and environmental
benefits of a plant-based diet has soared.
The San Francisco World Veg Festival is a chance to celebrate and sample
vegan cuisine and learn more about the
vegan movement. Formerly the San
Francisco Vegetarian Festival, the
17th-annual event welcomes hardcore
vegans, sympathetic vegetarians, and curious carnivores alike. More than 30
speakers are set to appear — from Jungle
Friends Primate Sanctuary founder Kari
Bagnall and Friends for Animals campaigns director Edita Birnkrant to health
educator and author Jackie Day (The
Vegan Way), physician Anthony Lim, and
cookbook author Shanta Sacharoff (Flavors of India). Attendees can also look for
chef demonstrations, vendors, performances, and, of course, edibles. The latter, ranging from impressively nutritious
to irresistibly yummy, include lentil fare,
vegan burgers, cashew cheese, vegan
fudge brownies, vegan croissants, vegan
chips, and vegan chocolates. It’s all presented by the San Francisco Veg Society.
The World Veg Festival takes place
from 10 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Saturday and
Sunday, Oct. 8-9, at the County Fair
Building, 1199 Ninth Ave., Golden Gate
Park, S.F. $5-$10; 415-948-9642or
worldvegfestival.com or sfvs.org.

Historical immensities as terrible and
tangled as slavery are always problematic
propositions when portrayed in popular
culture. But debut novelist Yaa Gyasi
has, by numerous accounts, written an
exceptional novel about the issue. The
Homegoing depicts the slave trade’s effect
on seven generations of a bloodline and
covers about 250 years of history on two
continents. It begins with two half-sisters in 18th-century Ghana. One is married to a colonial British governor. The
other is a slave in the governor’s dungeon, awaiting transport to America.
Gyasi follows both women and their descendants, whose experiences are continually shaped by history and memory.
The author has been praised for the emotional power of her storytelling and for
the complexity of the picture she presents, and while her white characters do
abominable things, her black characters
are far from faultless. Writing in The New
York Times, Isabel Wilkerson calls the
book a “hypnotic debut novel” by a “stirringly gifted young writer.” Gyasi, a Bay
Area resident who was born in Ghana, is
presenting The Homegoing at the
Litquake festival.
Litquake welcomes Yaa Gyasi at 7
p.m. at the Octopus Literary Salon,
2101 Webster St., Oakland. Free;
litquake.org. Anita Katz

Anita Katz
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